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Abstract
We present a multi-scale morphological model of scalar fields based on the analysis of the spatial frequencies of the underlying
function. Morphological models partition the domain of a function into homogeneous regions. The most popular tool in this
field is the Morse-Smale complex, where each region is spanned by all integral lines that join a minimum to a maximum, with
the integral lines departing from saddles as region boundaries. Morphological features usually occur at very different scales,
from noise and high frequency details up to large trends at the lowest frequencies. Without some form of multi-scale analysis,
only the morphology at the finest scale is visible and explicit in such a model. The most popular approach in the literature is
the filtration provided by persistent homology, a method that combines the amplitude values of critical points with the topology
of the sublevel sets of the function. We propose the adoption of an alternative filtration method, based on the analysis of the
deep structure of the linear scale-space of the function. To retrieve an adequately fine-grained ranked sequence of pairs of
critical points that vanish through the scales, we adopt a continuous representation of the scale-space that overcomes the limits
of discrete scale-space approaches. This sequence provides a progressive simplification of the Morse-Smale complex, resulting
in a progressive multi-scale model of the morphology that always refers to the geometry of the original function, which is not
changed by our model. We apply our method to digital elevation models, with results providing a multi-scale representation of
the network of ridges and valley lines that joins peaks, pits and passes and divide the land into mountains and basins.

1. Introduction

According to Morse theory [Mil65], the morphology of a scalar
function f can be characterized by its critical points together with
two partitions of its domain into stable and unstable submanifolds
that are centered at maxima and minima of f – mountains and
basins in the bivariate case. Under proper conditions, the overlay of
such partitions forms the Morse-Smale complex, whose cells have
their vertices at the critical points of f and their edges at separatri-
ces connecting them – ridges and valleys in the bivariate case.

Approaches based on Morse theory have found applications in
several domains, such as geosciences, medical imaging, computa-
tional fluid dynamics, material sciences, chemistry, just to mention
a few. However, real data are usually noisy, with a large number of
spurious critical points. Several methods have been proposed in the
literature, which try to analyze the input at different scales to extract
the important features that characterize the underlying function.

One popular approach is based on topological persistence: the
sublevel sets of the function are analyzed, and their topological
changes, which occur at the critical points, are tracked. Eventually,
a ranked sequence of pairs of critical points is obtained, which can
be used to select the most relevant features, and also to simplify the
Morse-Smale complex describing the morphology of the function

[ELZ02, EHZ03]. Broadly speaking, topological persistence oper-
ates on the amplitude of the signal, since it analyzes its sublevel
sets. In spite of its popularity, this kind of analysis can be prone
to noise; in particular, impulse noise consisting of isolated outliers
with large amplitude may corrupt the results [RKG∗11]. Here, we
overcome the limitations of this approach by performing an alter-
native analysis, which works on the frequency of the signal.

The scale-space is an approach to the multi-scale analysis of sig-
nals, originally developed in the image processing literature and
used in several low-level tasks in computer vision [Lin94]. In this
case, the initial function f undergoes a diffusion process, provid-
ing a family of progressively smoother functions, called the scale-
space. The deep structure of the scale-space encodes the morpho-
logical structure of the functions in this family at the different
scales. In particular, tracking the critical points through the scales
provides another ranked sequence of pairs, which is similar in na-
ture, but different from the one generated with topological persis-
tence. In this case, the analysis occurs in the frequency domain,
resulting more robust to noise. However, the critical points drift
across the domain while the function undergoes diffusion, hence
tracking them may also be problematic [RKG∗11]. Here, we over-
come the limitations of the classical layered model of the scale-
space, by adopting a continuous model.
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In summary, we propose a method for simplifying the Morse-
Smale complex of a scalar function, which is based on the analysis
of the deep structure of its scale-space. We rely on a continuous,
piecewise-linear model of the scale-space [RP13], which supports
a robust tracking of the critical points through the scale, and a rank-
ing of pairs of critical points that annihilate together. Such ranking
is then used, akin to [EHZ03], to progressively simplify the Morse-
Smale complex computed on the original function. This provides
a fine-grained hierarchy of complexes that are faithful to the mor-
phology of the original terrain, and can be efficiently queried at any
desired scale. We present applications to topographic maps, provid-
ing a multi-scale representation of the network of ridges and valleys
that join peaks, pits and passes. The method is rather general and
can be directly applied to bivariate functions in other contexts. Ex-
tensions to higher dimensions are also possible.

2. Related work

Morse theory [Mil65] is a classical mathematical theory that re-
lates the topology of the domain of a function to its critical points;
see [Mat02] for a modern account. Morse and Morse-Smale com-
plexes have been long used to describe the morphology of discrete
scalar fields in a variety of applications; see [BDF∗08] for a survey.
There exist two main approaches to the computation of such com-
plexes from sampled data: in the piecewise-linear setting, the un-
derlying smooth function is approximated with a piecewise-linear
signal defined on a simplicial complex, which discretizes the do-
main of the function [EH10]; in the discrete Morse theory [For98],
the domain is also discretized with a simplicial complex, but just
the incidence graph of cells is considered, and discrete gradients
are associated to its arcs. Both approaches have advantages and
disadvantages. In this work, we adopt the piecewise-linear setting.

Scale-space theory was proposed independently by Koenderink
[Koe84] and Witkin [Wit83], thoroughly studied and formalized
later on by Lindeberg [Lin94], and used in countless applications in
image processing and computer vision; see [Pri23] for an annotated
bibliography. The most recent developments of the scale-space the-
ory address its application to the design of neural networks [Lin22].

The scale-space is a one-parameter family of functions, built by
applying a diffusion process to the input function. The deep struc-
ture of the scale-space encodes the evolution of the critical points of
the function through the different scales, together with the topolog-
ical structures that such evolution implies. See [GC95] for a sum-
mary of the morphological features encoded in the deep structure.
In particular, the graph of saparatrices computed at each scale is
equivalent to the Morse-Smale complex of the corresponding func-
tion, thus an analysis of the deep structure may provide an evolution
of such complex through the scales.

In most cases, a discrete version of the scale-space is assumed,
which consists of a sequence of layers, each filtered at a different
scale. Finding the deep structure in such a model may be hard: since
the diffusion process displaces the critical points, tracking each of
them through the scales is prone to errors and noise, and often
leads to false or broken trajectories [RKG∗11]. Rocca and Puppo
[RP13] proposed a continuous model, based on a piecewise-linear
discretization of the whole scale-space domain, which supports the

robust tracking of critical points through the scales; this approach
was applied successfully to the recognition of fiducial points on
range images of faces [DRP15], and to the automatic placement of
spot heights on topographic maps [RJP17]. In this work, we adopt
the same approach to drive our morphological simplification.

Persistent homology was proposed independently by Edelsbrun-
ner et al. [ELZ02] and by Frosini and Landi [FL99]. It provides a
method to rank the importance of critical points of a Morse func-
tion, by studying the evolution of the topology of its sublevel sets.
Similarly to tracking the critical points through the scale-space, per-
sistent homology also provides a ranked sequence of pairs of crit-
ical points. A pair in the scale-space contains critical points that
vanish together at some scale, and its ranking measures how long
such a pair “survives” through the scales (i.e., it is resilient to filter-
ing); while in persistent homology the pairing is related to the evo-
lution of the sublevel sets and the score of a pair is the difference in
amplitude of the function at the paired points. The two approaches
thus differ both in forming pairs and in ranking them.

Morphological simplification can be performed by using the
ranked sequence of pairs to simplify the Morse-Smale com-
plex by progressively merging adjacent cells [EHZ03]. We build
our multi-scale morphological model in a similar fashion, by
relying on the sequence generated from the scale-space. Sev-
eral other works follow a different approach, using topolog-
ical persistence as a guide to modify the input function di-
rectly, in order to obtain a function with a simpler morphology
[BS98, DDM∗03, DS18, FKM20, ID17, SFID21]. However, as the
function is modified, the separatrices describing its morphology
drift across the domain, thus describing a morphology that is no
longer referred to the original function in a metric sense. We rather
prefer to maintain the simplified morphology strictly referred to the
original function: our model is a hierarchy, in which a simplified
complex is bounded by a subgraph of the detailed morphology of
the original function; we just progressively discard less important
critical points and separatrices, by preserving the most representa-
tive features of the original function through the scales.

3. Background notions

Morse-Smale theory. LetM be a smooth manifold of dimension
d. A smooth function f :M−→ R is said to be a Morse func-
tion if all its critical points are isolated; this is equivalent to say
that its Riemannian Hessian does not vanish at critical points. In
the following, we will stick to d = 2; the theory holds for higher
dimensions too, but this is out of the scope of this work.

Let p ∈M be a minimum of f ; we define the unstable subman-
ifold (a.k.a, basin) of p as the locus of points of M that lie on
integral curves of f emanating from p; for d = 2, each such region
is bounded by a set of separatrices that are integral curves connect-
ing maxima and saddles. The unstable manifolds form a partition of
M. Similarly, the stable submanifold (a.k.a, mountain) of a maxi-
mum q is the locus of points that lie on integral curves converging at
q. The stable submanifolds form another partition ofM, and each
of them is bounded by separatrices that connect minima to sad-
dles. If the two partitions intersect transversally, then their overlay
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is called a Morse-Smale complex. Hereafter, we will assume f sat-
isfies this property. In the bivariate case, the Morse-Smale complex
is described by a planar graph, whose edges are the separatices that
connect saddles to maxima and saddles to minima. See [Mat02] for
a more thorough formal treatment of this subject.

Scale-space. Let f be a Morse-Smale function defined on a two-
manifoldM as above. The linear scale-space Ff (p, t) of f is de-
fined as the solution of the heat equation

∂

∂t
Ff = λ∆Ff ,

with initial condition Ff (p,0) = f (p), where ∆ denotes the
Laplace-Beltrami operator with respect to the space variable p,
and λ is a constant term tuning the speed of diffusion. So, the
scale-space is defined on a three dimensional domainMt =M×
[0, tmax], the first two dimensions referring to space. We will use in-
terchangeably the words scale and time referring to the third dimen-
sion. In general, the scale-space Ff is obtained through a diffusion
process starting at f . IfM is Euclidean, i.e.,M⊂ R2, the scale-
space can be obtained equivalently by convolving f with Gaussian
kernels of increasing variance.

A layer of the scale-space for a given time t̄ is the restriction
ft̄ = Ff |t=t̄ . Let p be a critical point of ft̄ . There exist a maximal
smooth trajectory γp : [tc

p, t
a
p] −→Mt, with t̄ ∈ [tc

p, t
a
p], such that

γp(t̄) = (p, t̄) and for all other values γp(t) is a critical point of ft
of the same type of p. Trajectory γp describes the evolution of crit-
ical point p through the scales; with abuse of notation, when the
scale is clear we will refer to p and γp interchangeably. The values
tc
p and ta

p are called the times of creation and annihilation of critical
point p, respectively. If tc

p = 0, then p is an original critical point
of the input function, otherwise it is called a newborn. Similarly, if
ta
p < tmax, then p vanishes at time ta

p, annihilating with another crit-
ical point; otherwise, it is a survivor at the largest scale. A creation
or annihilation of (pairs of) critical points is called a catastrophic
event. Each catastrophic event always involves a saddle and either
a minimum or a maximum. If we consider the Morse-Smale com-
plexes for all layers of Ff , we find that also separatrices sweep sur-
faces through the scales; and each separatrix will collapse and/or
originate at catastrophic events involving its endpoints. This evolu-
tion of the morphological structure of f through the scale is called
the deep structure of the scale-space. See, e.g., [FK00] for a more
thorough formal treatment of this subject.

4. Morphological simplification

We first describe the piecewise-linear scale-space together with the
algorithm to find catastrophic events in its deep structure, and their
use to pair and rank critical points (§4.1). Next, we describe the al-
gorithm to extract the Morse-Smale complex under the piecewise-
linear approach (§4.2). Finally, we describe how to use the ranked
set of pairs of critical points to obtain a progressive simplification
of the morphology of the input function (§4.3).

4.1. The piecewise-linear scale space

Let f0 be a Morse function sampled at a finite set of points inM,
and let f1, · · · , ftmax be progressively smoothed versions of f0, ob-

tained as described in §3. The collection ( f0, f1, · · · , ftmax) provides
a discrete representation of the scale-space Ff .

Following [RP13], we build a continuous piecewise-linear ap-
proximation of Ff . Let M be a triangular mesh approximatingM,
having its vertices at the points where f0 is sampled. The construc-
tion of M is out of the scope of this work; in our experiments,
we assume f0 sampled at the nodes of a regular grid discretizing
rectangle M = [0,w]× [0,h] and the mesh M is built trivially by
diagonally splitting each cell of the grid into two triangles; as a
consequence, each internal vertex of M has exactly six neighbors.

We take tmax + 1 copies of M, namely M0, . . . ,Mtmax and for all
i = 0, . . . , tmax we associate the values of fi to the corresponding
vertices of Mi. We extend fi to the triangles of Mi by linear interpo-
lation, thus obtaining a piecewise-linear bivariate function overM
interpolating fi at the sampled points. Such a function constitutes
a layer in the scale-space, which is now continuous in the spatial
domain, yet discrete in the time domain. See Fig.1 left.

In order to achieve continuity in time, too, we connect corre-
sponding triangles of consecutive layers to form triangular prisms,
in which we approximate Ff by bilinear interpolation (linear in the
space and time variables, respectively). See Fig.1 center.

Let τ be a triangle of M having vertices a,b,c, and let τi,τi+1
be the copies of τ in Mi,Mi+1, respectively. Let f a

i , f b
i , f c

i and
f a
i+1, f b

i+1, f c
i+1 be the values of the functions at a,b,c in layers i

and i + 1, respectively. We approximate Ff within the triangular
prism between τi and τi+1 with the following bilinear function:

f τ(α,β, t) = (1− t)(α f a
i +β f b

i +(1−α−β) f c
i )+

t(α f a
i+1 +β f b

i+1 +(1−α−β) f c
i+1)

where (α,β) are the barycentric coordinates of a generic point in
triangle τ and t ∈ [ti, ti+1] is the time variable. See Fig.1 right. Note
that for any i and for any time t̄ ∈ [ti, ti+1] the collection of functions
f ·(·, ·, t̄) form a piecewise linear function ft̄ on the triangles of M,
which provides a virtual layer of the scale-space Ff at time t̄.

Analysis of the deep structure. Given any layer ft , with t ∈
[0, tmax], its critical points are located at vertices of M and char-
acterized as follows:

• A point p is a maximum if ft(p) is larger than the value of ft at
all neighbors of p;
• A point p is a minimum if ft(p) is smaller than the value of ft at

all neighbors of p;
• A point p is a k-saddle if, when the neighbors of p are traversed

in cyclic radial order, the number s of times that the values of ft
at them alternate between smaller and larger values with respect
to ft(p) is larger than two. The index of the saddle is k = s/2−1
(in our experiments, since each sampling point has exactly six
neighbors, only 1- and 2-saddles may exist).

In all other cases, p is said to be a regular point. We are interested
in finding the time of creation and annihilation of all critical points,
and to pair those that are cerated/annihilated together.

Since the classification of a critical point p depends just on the
relation between its value and the values of its neighbors, relevant
events can occur only when one of such relations change. We say
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<latexit sha1_base64="MEYUSXkrjvISjTsW37FpeZID3vY=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPw8xk9Rb04jEBs0AyhJ5OT9KmZ6G7RwhDvsCLB0W8+kne/Bt7kggq+qDg8V4VVfW8mDOpLOvDWFvf2Nzazu3kd/f2Dw4LR8cdGSWC0DaJeCR6HpaUs5C2FVOc9mJBceBx2vWm15nfvadCsii8VbOYugEeh8xnBCsttdSwULTMy3rVqTjIMi2r5pSqGXFqZaeEbK1kKMIKzWHhfTCKSBLQUBGOpezbVqzcFAvFCKfz/CCRNMZkise0r2mIAyrddHHoHJ1rZYT8SOgKFVqo3ydSHEg5CzzdGWA1kb+9TPzL6yfKr7spC+NE0ZAsF/kJRypC2ddoxAQlis80wUQwfSsiEywwUTqbvA7h61P0P+k4pl01K61ysXG1iiMHp3AGF2BDDRpwA01oAwEKD/AEz8ad8Wi8GK/L1jVjNXMCP2C8fQJGYY1G</latexit>

t

Figure 1: Scheme of the piecewise-linear scale-space. We approximate the domain with a triangle mesh, which is replicated at all layers
of the discrete model, obtaining a piecewise-linear representation at each layer (left); Triangles of subsequent layers are connected to form
prisms, approximating the volume of the scale-space domain (center); within each prism, the scale space Ff is approximated with a bilinear
function, which is linear in the space and time dimensions, respectively (right).

Displacement Annihilation Creation

(m, r) → (r,m) (m, s1) → (r, r) (r, r) → (m, s1)
(M, r) → (r,M) (M, s1) → (r, r) (r, r) → (M, s1)
(s1, r) → (r, s1) (m, s2) → (r, s1) (r, s1) → (m, s2)
(s2, r) → (r, s2) (M, s2) → (r, s1) (r, s1) → (M, s2)
(s2, r) → (s1, s1)
(s1, s1) → (s2, r)
(s2, s1) → (s1, s2)

Table 1: Possible transitions in the state of a pair of vertices con-
nected by a flipping edge, after [RP13]. r: a regular point; M: a
maximum; m: a minimum; s1: a 1-saddle; s2: a 2-saddle. Note that
for every event a specular one is also possible, for a total of 32 pos-
sible events. An example would be: (M,s2)→ (r,s1) is equivalent
to (s2,M)→ (s1,r).

that an edge pq of M flips at time t ∈ [ti, ti+1] if the relation between
fi(p) and fi(q) is different from the relation between fi+1(p) and
fi+1(q). Since the function ft evolves linearly along pq between ti
and ti+1, we can compute exactly the time of flip as

tflip =
fi(q)− fi(p)

fi(q)− fi(p)+ fi+1(p)− fi+1(p)
+ i. (1)

We identify all flips that occur within our piecewise-linear scale-
space and sort them by time. Note that a flip is a relevant event
only if it changes the labels of the endpoints of the edge; in this
case, we have three possible types of flip: displacements, which al-
low us to trace the evolution of a critical point through the scales;
annihilations, in which two critical points end their trajectories; and
creations, in which two newborn critical points start their trajecto-
ries. Table 1 reports the relevant transitions caused by edge flips.

The analysis of flips generates a set of critical points (either orig-
inal or newborn), where for each point p we record: the times tc

p of
its creation (possibly tc

p = 0 if p is original) and ta
p of its annihila-

tion (possibly ta
p = tmax if p is a survivor); and the critical points qc

and qa that are created and annihilated together with p, respectively
(possibly empty if p is original andl/or a survivor).

<latexit sha1_base64="GQuMYZhMmwPAndQ0tTFN44pZFYg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3xdQx68ZiAeUCyhNlJbzJmdnaZmRXCki/w4kERr36SN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivV3V6p7FbcGcgy8XJShhy1Xumr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLsphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+9ns0Ak5tUqfhLGyJQ2Zqb8nMhppPY4C2xlRM9SL3lT8z+ukJrzxMy6T1KBk80VhKoiJyfRr0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNpmhD8BZfXibN84p3VbmsX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66hCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDfFmMvg==</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="2TyYox69prPZKG28G7NCoWz8v3M=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3xdQx68ZiAeUCyhNnJbDJmdnaZ6RXCki/w4kERr36SN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LR3dRvPXFtRKwecJxwP6IDJULBKFqpjr1S2a24M5Bl4uWkDDlqvdJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLspoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mh07IqVX6JIy1LYVkpv6eyGhkzDgKbGdEcWgWvan4n9dJMbzxM6GSFLli80VhKgnGZPo16QvNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWizKdoQvMWXl0nzvOJdVS7rF+XqbR5HAY7hBM7Ag2uowj3UoAEMODzDK7w5j86L8+58zFtXnHzmCP7A+fwB42mNAg==</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="DCN1BM5fuuDvQ3LFzbkT81/hoSQ=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA9hV3xdQx68RjFPCBZwuxkNhkyO7vM9AphyR948aCIV//Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHcFiRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8HwduI3n7g2IlaPOEq4H9G+EqFgFK30gCfdUtmtuFOQReLlpAw5at3SV6cXszTiCpmkxrQ9N0E/oxoFk3xc7KSGJ5QNaZ+3LVU04sbPppeOybFVeiSMtS2FZKr+nshoZMwoCmxnRHFg5r2J+J/XTjG89jOhkhS5YrNFYSoJxmTyNukJzRnKkSWUaWFvJWxANWVowynaELz5lxdJ46ziXVYu7s/L1Zs8jgIcwhGcggdXUIU7qEEdGITwDK/w5gydF+fd+Zi1Ljn5zAH8gfP5A0PsjTM=</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="AComDh2Se4lfgHe5IhciT/7wfi8=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYhA8hV3xdQx68RjBPCBZwuxkNhkyM7vO9IphyU948aCIV3/Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHeFieAGPe/bWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6easjqNRaxbITFMcMXqyFGwVqIZkaFgzXB4M/Gbj0wbHqt7HCUskKSveMQpQSu1sJt1JHkad0tlr+JN4S4SPydlyFHrlr46vZimkimkghjT9r0Eg4xo5FSwcbGTGpYQOiR91rZUEclMkE3vHbvHVum5UaxtKXSn6u+JjEhjRjK0nZLgwMx7E/E/r51idBVkXCUpMkVni6JUuBi7k+fdHteMohhZQqjm9laXDogmFG1ERRuCP//yImmcVvyLyvndWbl6ncdRgEM4ghPw4RKqcAs1qAMFAc/wCm/Og/PivDsfs9YlJ585gD9wPn8Ac0uQQQ==</latexit>

tmax

<latexit sha1_base64="RZPk4QoybUxtcOb+t5qHV4V+jbI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3xdQx68ZiAeUCyhNlJbzJmdnaZmRXCki/w4kERr36SN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVo16p7FbcGcgy8XJShhy1Xumr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLsphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+9ns0Ak5tUqfhLGyJQ2Zqb8nMhppPY4C2xlRM9SL3lT8z+ukJrzxMy6T1KBk80VhKoiJyfRr0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyozNpmhD8BZfXibN84p3VbmsX5Srt3kcBTiGEzgDD66hCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kD2M2M+w==</latexit>m

<latexit sha1_base64="rusMu8syzTIQT9JAjz7insF8BtE=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA9hV3xdQx68RjFPCBZwuxkNhkyO7vM9AphyR948aCIV//Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHcFiRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8HwduI3n7g2IlaPOEq4H9G+EqFgFK30YE66pbJbcacgi8TLSRly1Lqlr04vZmnEFTJJjWl7boJ+RjUKJvm42EkNTygb0j5vW6poxI2fTS8dk2Or9EgYa1sKyVT9PZHRyJhRFNjOiOLAzHsT8T+vnWJ47WdCJSlyxWaLwlQSjMnkbdITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQhlO0IXjzLy+SxlnFu6xc3J+Xqzd5HAU4hCM4BQ+uoAp3UIM6MAjhGV7hzRk6L8678zFrXXLymQP4A+fzB0JnjTI=</latexit>

s0
<latexit sha1_base64="drdKjBY0I6YSHBeB1eSgtP+Pyhs=">AAAB6XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGERPYUbcjkEvHqOYBZIh9HR6kia9DN09QhjyB148KOLVP/Lm39hJ5qCJDwoe71VRVS9KODPW97+9peWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z7e0t98wKtWE1oniSrcibChnktYts5y2Ek2xiDhtRsPbid98otowJR/tKKGhwH3JYkawddKDOOmWyn7FnwItkiAnZchR65a+Oj1FUkGlJRwb0w78xIYZ1pYRTsfFTmpogskQ92nbUYkFNWE2vXSMjp3SQ7HSrqRFU/X3RIaFMSMRuU6B7cDMexPxP6+d2vg6zJhMUkslmS2KU46sQpO3UY9pSiwfOYKJZu5WRAZYY2JdOEUXQjD/8iJpnFWCy8rF/Xm5epPHUYBDOIJTCOAKqnAHNagDgRie4RXevKH34r17H7PWJS+fOYA/8D5/ADlJjSw=</latexit>

m0

<latexit sha1_base64="vtSWIjhDMLxjhz3ymafZSiIxJ9Y=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjF4IrvG15HoxSNGeSSwIbPDABNmZzczvSZkwyd48aAxXv0ib/6NA+xBwUo6qVR1p7sriKUw6LrfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwaj26nffOLaiEg94jjmfkgHSvQFo2ilByyXu8WSW3FnIMvEy0gJMtS6xa9OL2JJyBUySY1pe26Mfko1Cib5pNBJDI8pG9EBb1uqaMiNn85OnZATq/RIP9K2FJKZ+nsipaEx4zCwnSHFoVn0puJ/XjvB/rWfChUnyBWbL+onkmBEpn+TntCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadgg3BW3x5mTTOKt5l5eL+vFS9yeLIwxEcwyl4cAVVuIMa1IHBAJ7hFd4c6bw4787HvDXnZDOH8AfO5w+kiY1k</latexit>

t00

<latexit sha1_base64="NNhp4HiCDIt6HWe1guuCXXVMPqg=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3xdQx68ZiAeUCyhNlJbzJmdnaZmRXCki/w4kERr36SN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVda9UdivuDGSZeDkpQ45ar/TV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl2U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx26IScWqVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE974GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo16XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcZmU7QheIsvL5PmecW7qlzWL8rV2zyOAhzDCZyBB9dQhXuoQQMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58zFtXnHzmCP7A+fwB4eWNAQ==</latexit>s

<latexit sha1_base64="fD5yPXf4TOOrl9SX6XXSlQ4Opdg=">AAAB+HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62Pjrp0EyyCq2E6fborunFZwT6gHUomTdvQzIPkjliHfokbF4q49VPc+Tdm2goqeiBwOOce7s3xIsEV2PaHkVlb39jcym7ndnb39vPmwWFbhbGkrEVDEcquRxQTPGAt4CBYN5KM+J5gHW96mfqdWyYVD4MbmEXM9ck44CNOCWhpYOb7wO4goTqTCvOBWbCt83rVqTjYtmy75pSqKXFqZaeEi1pJUUArNAfme38Y0thnAVBBlOoV7QjchEjgVLB5rh8rFhE6JWPW0zQgPlNusjh8jk+1MsSjUOoXAF6o3xMJ8ZWa+Z6e9AlM1G8vFf/yejGM6m7CgygGFtDlolEsMIQ4bQEPuWQUxEwTQiXXt2I6IZJQ0F3ldAlfP8X/k7ZjFatW5bpcaFys6siiY3SCzlAR1VADXaEmaiGKYvSAntCzcW88Gi/G63I0Y6wyR+gHjLdP/0yT/Q==</latexit>

creation

<latexit sha1_base64="5UMyrKc43nMWoNWiZoZJtU8c1jE=">AAAB/HicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiuCrT6dVd0Y3LCvYCbSmZNG1DM5khOSOWob6KGxeKuPVB3Pk2ZtoKKvpD4Oc753BOfi8UXIPjfFiptfWNza30dmZnd2//wD48aukgUpQ1aSAC1fGIZoJL1gQOgnVCxYjvCdb2ppdJvX3LlOaBvIFZyPo+GUs+4pSAQQM72wN2BzGRkk+4WMD5wM45+fNaxS272Mk7TtUtVhLjVktuERcMSZRDKzUG9ntvGNDIZxKoIFp3C04I/Zgo4FSweaYXaRYSOiVj1jVWEp/pfrw4fo5PDRniUaDMk4AX9PtETHytZ75nOn0CE/27lsC/at0IRrV+zGUYAZN0uWgUCQwBTpLAQ64YBTEzhlDFza2YTogiFExeGRPC10/x/6bl5guVfPm6lKtfrOJIo2N0gs5QAVVRHV2hBmoiimboAT2hZ+veerRerNdla8pazWTRD1lvnzP6lc4=</latexit>

annihilation

<latexit sha1_base64="5UMyrKc43nMWoNWiZoZJtU8c1jE=">AAAB/HicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiuCrT6dVd0Y3LCvYCbSmZNG1DM5khOSOWob6KGxeKuPVB3Pk2ZtoKKvpD4Oc753BOfi8UXIPjfFiptfWNza30dmZnd2//wD48aukgUpQ1aSAC1fGIZoJL1gQOgnVCxYjvCdb2ppdJvX3LlOaBvIFZyPo+GUs+4pSAQQM72wN2BzGRkk+4WMD5wM45+fNaxS272Mk7TtUtVhLjVktuERcMSZRDKzUG9ntvGNDIZxKoIFp3C04I/Zgo4FSweaYXaRYSOiVj1jVWEp/pfrw4fo5PDRniUaDMk4AX9PtETHytZ75nOn0CE/27lsC/at0IRrV+zGUYAZN0uWgUCQwBTpLAQ64YBTEzhlDFza2YTogiFExeGRPC10/x/6bl5guVfPm6lKtfrOJIo2N0gs5QAVVRHV2hBmoiimboAT2hZ+veerRerNdla8pazWTRD1lvnzP6lc4=</latexit>

annihilation

<latexit sha1_base64="Aqa5Z3ZYD7rUJyDKwgrE3nvQvng=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjF4IrvG15HoxSNGeSSwIbPDABNmZzczvSZkwyd48aAxXv0ib/6NA+xBwUo6qVR1p7sriKUw6LrfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwaj26nffOLaiEg94jjmfkgHSvQFo2ilB1Mud4slt+LOQJaJl5ESZKh1i1+dXsSSkCtkkhrT9twY/ZRqFEzySaGTGB5TNqID3rZU0ZAbP52dOiEnVumRfqRtKSQz9fdESkNjxmFgO0OKQ7PoTcX/vHaC/Ws/FSpOkCs2X9RPJMGITP8mPaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG06BRuCt/jyMmmcVbzLysX9eal6k8WRhyM4hlPw4AqqcAc1qAODATzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWvOyWYO4Q+czx+jA41j</latexit>

s00
<latexit sha1_base64="OD6DvD1G516ntr1wDnHuIRhJ4cU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAaJp7Arvo5BLx4jmgckS5idzCZDZmaXmVkhLPkELx4U8eoXefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uMOFMG8/7dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6eu3/Q1HGqCG2QmMeqHWJNOZO0YZjhtJ0oikXIaSsc3U791hNVmsXy0YwTGgg8kCxiBBsrPYhKpeeWvao3A1omfk7KkKPec7+6/ZikgkpDONa643uJCTKsDCOcTkrdVNMEkxEe0I6lEguqg2x26gSdWKWPoljZkgbN1N8TGRZaj0VoOwU2Q73oTcX/vE5qousgYzJJDZVkvihKOTIxmv6N+kxRYvjYEkwUs7ciMsQKE2PTKdkQ/MWXl0nzrOpfVi/uz8u1mzyOIhzBMZyCD1dQgzuoQwMIDOAZXuHN4c6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4Amd+NXQ==</latexit>

m00
<latexit sha1_base64="fD5yPXf4TOOrl9SX6XXSlQ4Opdg=">AAAB+HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62Pjrp0EyyCq2E6fborunFZwT6gHUomTdvQzIPkjliHfokbF4q49VPc+Tdm2goqeiBwOOce7s3xIsEV2PaHkVlb39jcym7ndnb39vPmwWFbhbGkrEVDEcquRxQTPGAt4CBYN5KM+J5gHW96mfqdWyYVD4MbmEXM9ck44CNOCWhpYOb7wO4goTqTCvOBWbCt83rVqTjYtmy75pSqKXFqZaeEi1pJUUArNAfme38Y0thnAVBBlOoV7QjchEjgVLB5rh8rFhE6JWPW0zQgPlNusjh8jk+1MsSjUOoXAF6o3xMJ8ZWa+Z6e9AlM1G8vFf/yejGM6m7CgygGFtDlolEsMIQ4bQEPuWQUxEwTQiXXt2I6IZJQ0F3ldAlfP8X/k7ZjFatW5bpcaFys6siiY3SCzlAR1VADXaEmaiGKYvSAntCzcW88Gi/G63I0Y6wyR+gHjLdP/0yT/Q==</latexit>

creation

<latexit sha1_base64="5UMyrKc43nMWoNWiZoZJtU8c1jE=">AAAB/HicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbRLN8EiuCrT6dVd0Y3LCvYCbSmZNG1DM5khOSOWob6KGxeKuPVB3Pk2ZtoKKvpD4Oc753BOfi8UXIPjfFiptfWNza30dmZnd2//wD48aukgUpQ1aSAC1fGIZoJL1gQOgnVCxYjvCdb2ppdJvX3LlOaBvIFZyPo+GUs+4pSAQQM72wN2BzGRkk+4WMD5wM45+fNaxS272Mk7TtUtVhLjVktuERcMSZRDKzUG9ntvGNDIZxKoIFp3C04I/Zgo4FSweaYXaRYSOiVj1jVWEp/pfrw4fo5PDRniUaDMk4AX9PtETHytZ75nOn0CE/27lsC/at0IRrV+zGUYAZN0uWgUCQwBTpLAQ64YBTEzhlDFza2YTogiFExeGRPC10/x/6bl5guVfPm6lKtfrOJIo2N0gs5QAVVRHV2hBmoiimboAT2hZ+veerRerNdla8pazWTRD1lvnzP6lc4=</latexit>

annihilation

<latexit sha1_base64="IrjPuS7eJ3zQarzkQpg3bZ+Z//4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKr2PQi8eI5gHJEmYns8mQ2dllplcISz7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWj26nfeuLaiFg94jjhfkQHSoSCUbTSg+l5vXLFrbozkGXi5aQCOeq98le3H7M04gqZpMZ0PDdBP6MaBZN8UuqmhieUjeiAdyxVNOLGz2anTsiJVfokjLUthWSm/p7IaGTMOApsZ0RxaBa9qfif10kxvPYzoZIUuWLzRWEqCcZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZeXSfOs6l1WL+7PK7WbPI4iHMExnIIHV1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gAHUo2l</latexit>s1

<latexit sha1_base64="+FPje3Q8d/T3GowgKmLvjJfs0x0=">AAAB+HicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXHJqEcvjUHwFGYmq7egF48RzAJJCD2dnqRJz0J3TTAO+RIvHhTx6qd482/sSSKo6IOCx3tVVNVzI8EVWNaHsba+sbm1ndnJ7u7tH+TMw6OWCmNJWZOGIpQdlygmeMCawEGwTiQZ8V3B2u7kKvXbUyYVD4NbmEWs75NRwD1OCWhpYOZ6wO4gUbGc8ikR84GZtwoXtYpTdrBVsKyqU6ykxKmWnCK2tZIij1ZoDMz33jCksc8CoIIo1bWtCPoJkcCpYPNsL1YsInRCRqyraUB8pvrJ4vA5PtPKEHuh1BUAXqjfJxLiKzXzXd3pExir314q/uV1Y/Bq/YQHUQwsoMtFXiwwhDhNAQ+5ZBTETBNCJde3YjomklDQWWV1CF+f4v9JyynYlUL5ppSvX67iyKATdIrOkY2qqI6uUQM1EUUxekBP6Nm4Nx6NF+N12bpmrGaO0Q8Yb587oJQk</latexit>

survival

Figure 2: Critical points m,s are original while m′,s′ are newborn
together at time t; m annihilates with s′ at time t′ while m′ anni-
hilates with s at time t′′: the life of m is extended to [0, t′′] and it
is paired with s. Similarly, s1 is original while s′′,m′′ are newborn
together at time t′; m′′ annihilates with s1 at time t′′ while s′′ is
a survivor at time tmax: the life of s1 is this extended to [0, tmax]
making it a survivor.

Dealing with newborns. Eventually, we want to find a ranked
sequence of pairs, each consisting of two original critical points,
which are annihilated together; the ranking will be provided by the
time of annihilation. In this perspective, the birth of new critical
points represents a perturbation in the usual flow of displacements
and collapses, which should results in a steadily decreasing number
of critical points as the scale parameter increases. Most newborns
are ephemeral and can be safely discarded. However, a small but
sizable fraction of them does not disappear and survives arbitrarily
long through the scales. Moreover, some original critical points in
fact are annihilated together with newborn ones. It turns out that, in
most cases, these long-lived newborns in fact extend the life span
of pre-existing critical points of the same type, which disappear
shortly after the appearance of the newborn ones in their proximity
[RJP17].
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Consider the example in the left side of Fig.2. A minimum m
that was present in the original data is annihilated together with a
saddle s′ at time t′. If s′ is a newborn saddle that was born at time
t < t′ together with a minimum m′, which lives longer than t, we
interpret the collapse of m and s′ as a transition of the minimum
from m to m′. We thus extend the life of m until m′ is annihilated.
The life of m′ could later be extended by the same mechanism, thus
prolonging the life of m further, and so on. Fig.2 shows also another
example of an original saddle that becomes a survivor because of
this life extension.

The recovered life span is computed by following the sequence
of annihilation and creation events, checking and propagating the
timestamps along the way. The procedure stops when reaching ei-
ther is a survivor, or a critical point that annihilates together with an
original critical point. Eventually, we are left with two sets of orig-
inal critical points: the survivors that have a life span of [0, tmax];
and a sequence of pairs of points that are annihilated together at
some t < tmax; the latter sequence is ranked by this time t.

4.2. Extracting the Morse-Smale complex

We compute the morphology of the input signal at its most re-
fined scale, by considering the piecewise-linear function defined
by (M, f0), as described in the previous section. Broadly speaking,
a Morse-Smale complex is computed by tracing ascending and de-
scending paths of maximum steepness, starting at the saddles. From
a standard 1-saddle there exist two ascending and two descending
paths, and on a smooth Morse function all paths are separated, ex-
cept at their crossings, which occur just at critical points.

Ad discussed in [EHZ03, EH10], piecewise-linear functions do
not easily satisfy the Morse requirements for the presence of mul-
tiple saddles and collapsed paths. Since we bound the degree of
vertices to valence six in our meshes, there can indeed exist at most
2-saddles. While such saddles could be decoupled into pairs of 1-
saddles by small perturbations, we prefer to process our input un-
changed: we address 2-saddles as special cases, tracing all six paths
emanating from each such saddle.

Different ascending and descending paths leading to some max-
imum or minimum may collapse to the same path for a portion of
their route. This fact implies the presence of regular points where
multiple paths either split or join, which we call fork points. A no-
table example of fork point on a terrain is the location where a
tributary from a side valley joins a river in a main valley.

We trace ascending and descending paths from saddles by fol-
lowing the edges of M. Although this is not exact in terms of gra-
dients of the piecewise-linear function, it is simple to compute, it
provides an equivalent topology, and the numerical error is negli-
gible if the input is at high resolution (i.e., the size of triangles of
M is tiny with respect to the morphology of the function). Akin to
[EHZ03], each time an ascending or descending path hits a fork
point (i.e., a vertex traversed by a previously computed path), or a
saddle, we stop tracing it at that point. After this first step, each fork
point q has several incoming paths π

i
1, . . . ,π

i
k and just one outgoing

path π
o, which is either ascending or descending. In a second step,

we extend each path π
i
j incident at q, constrained by the other paths

crossing q: if π
i
j is of the same type of π

o, then it is extended with

π
o; otherwise, π

i
j has just one incoming path π

i
k of opposite type be-

side it in the radial order about q and we extend π
i
j with π

i
k taken in

reverse order. Different paths may travel together through multiple
fork points; the procedure above is repeated at all fork points until a
maximum or minimum is reached. Paths hitting saddles are treated
similarly. See [EHZ03] for further details. Whenever possible, we
follow the approach of [BEHP03] to disambiguate ascending and
descending paths that overlap by running them parallel, but sepa-
rated by at least a strip of triangles of M.

Eventually, we obtain complete paths that join each saddle to its
related maxima and minima. Such paths never cross, although they
may share some of their route with other paths.

4.3. Morphological simplification

We use the ranked list of pairs computed as in §4.1 to simplify the
Morse-Smale complex obtained as described in §4.2. The simpli-
fied complex at time t ∈ [0, tmax] is obtained by deleting all pairs of
critical points that annihilate at a time≤ t and updating the complex
accordingly.

Let (s,m) be a pair of critical points, where s is a saddle point
and m is either a maximum or a minimum that annihilates with s
at time t. Note that only 1-saddles can annihilate, while a 2-saddle
must undergo a transition into a pair of 1-saddles before it can hit a
catastrophic event; thus, s will have exactly two asecnding and two
descending incident paths. Let MSt be the complex simplified by
deleting all pairs that annihilate before time t. The annihilation of
(s,m) modifies MSt as follows:

• The two paths joining s with the extrema of type opposite to m
are deleted and their incident regions are merged;
• Saddle s is turned into a regular point, extremum m is turned into

a fork point, and direction of the path joining them is reversed;
• As a consequence, all paths leading to m are now extended to

paths that lead to the other extrema joined to s having the same
type of m.

5. Experimental results

We tested our method on two synthetic datasets and a real world ter-
rain. Statistics about the datasets and the construction of our multi-
scale model on each of them are presented in Table 2. Datasets
are all regular grids, meshed with a regular pattern of triangles, of
sizes between about 66K and 1M vertices. Following a custom-
ary approach in the scale-space literature, the levels of the discrete
scale-space have been computed by convolving the input function
with Gaussian kernels of variance increasing exponentially at each
level. All our graphs refer to the scale t in the scale-space, which
corresponds to the variance of the filter applied at such scale. Scales
between levels, where catastrophic events occur, are estimated by
rescaling the linear value of Eq.1 to the exponential scale.

The construction of our multi-scale morphological model re-
quires between about one second for the smallest datasets to over
twenty seconds for the largest one. Most of the time is spent in
building the scale-space, while the final construction of the multi-
scale model is negligible even for the largest dataset. The time
needed to build the scale-space seems to be dependent only on the
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Dataset Model Times (ms)

Name Grid size (Vertices) Levels in Regions in Merge Scale-space Base M-S Multi-scale Total
discrete s-s base M-S operations discrete PL complex model

CosCos 256×256 (65536) 14 96 79 293.7 546.8 3.6 1.6 845.7
CosCos-Spikes 256×256 (65536) 14 572 422 324.0 606.4 58.5 20.7 1009.5
CosCos-Bumps 256×256 (65536) 14 1044 1004 306.0 747.5 178.7 53.5 1285.6
GaussHills-1 400×400 (160K) 14 12 11 898.3 1464.8 0.9 0.2 2364.2
GaussHills-2 400×400 (160K) 14 56 51 916.0 1421.7 4.2 0.9 2347.4
GaussHills-3 400×400 (160K) 14 226 209 920.6 1476.4 15.7 5.9 2418.5
Graian Alps 1200×900 (1080K) 16 5139 4867 8300.9 11467.1 3428.7 153.0 23349.7

Table 2: Statistics for the results presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5. From the left: name and size of the dataset; number of levels in the
initial discrete scale-space, number of regions in the Morse-Smale complex at the finest scale, and total number of merge operations in the
multi-scale model; time to build the discrete and the piecewise-linear scale-space, including time to find and sort the sequence of catastrophic
events; time to compute the Morse-Smale complex at the finest scale; time to perform the morphological simplification and build the multi-
scale morphological model; total time to build the model.

size of the input, for a given number of levels of the discrete model;
while the (comparatively cheaper) following steps are also affected
by the complexity of the Morse-Smale complex, which we mea-
sure by the number of its regions. While the current implementa-
tion is non-optimized prototype code, the construction of the scale-
space could be optimized and also parallelized, possibly achieving
a speedup of one or two orders of magnitude. After the multi-scale
model has been built off-line, querying it on-line at a desired scale
is almost immediate; we do not report times for online queries, as
they are always compatible with interaction.

5.1. Datasets and analysis of results

Dataset GaussHills is a collection of three stochastic terrains: in
each of them, the final function is obtained by summing multiple
Gaussian functions with means, variances and positions randomly
sampled from different uniform distributions. In Fig.3, we present
experiments on the base dataset, created using only a few functions
at large means and variances; and on two additional datasets ob-
tained by adding on top of the previous dataset other sets of Gaus-
sian functions, created in greater quantities and sampled from pro-
gressively smaller ranges. The main structure, which is evident in
the filtered version of the clean dataset, also occurs roughly at the
same scale in every dataset, despite all the additional finer-scale
features. The geometric paths of the separatrix lines are more con-
voluted, but this is to be expected, as they have to navigate through
a rougher terrain. The main structure is well preserved at large scale
even in the most detailed dataset, which contains many features or-
ganized in a highly complicated morphology at the finest scale.

At the bottom of the figure, we report signature graphs, which
are built akin to the diagrams used in the literature on topological
persistence: each bullet represents a critical point; its horizontal po-
sition denotes the intensity of the signal at that point; while its ver-
tical position denotes the extent of its life in the scale-space. The
signature of the signal is given by the most representative points,
once those ones with a short life have been discarded. It can be
clearly seen that the three signatures are very close to each other by
filtering spurious points at a scale of about 29, preserving most of

the features of the base signal while discarding most of the noise
given by additional details.

In Figure 6 we show graphs of the number of regions in the
Morse-Smale complex as a function of the scale in our multi-scale
model. For the GaussHills datasets (left), it is clear how noise (or,
rather, high frequency detail) is filtered fast before scale 28, while
the clean dataset is resilient to filtering up to that scale; after a near-
plateau spanning scales about [27,29], a few features disappear at
progressively near scales up to 210, where the number of regions in
the three models becomes almost identical.

Dataset CosCos is a collection of three synthetic terrains: a clean
one, sampled from a sinusoidal function dampened with a Gaussian
centered at the origin, and two noisy versions of it. The original
function is symmetric with respect to both coordinate axes, and all
its critical points occur at the same frequency while having different
intensities because of the damping. In Fig.4, we present results on
the clean dataset, on a version perturbed with full-range impulsive
noise on 0.3% of the data, and on a version perturbed with bumps,
representing Gaussian noise at a frequency lower than the sampling
rate. All the main features – critical points and separatrices – of
the clean function are resilient to filtering in the scale space and
are well represented in the deep structure, as tracked by the multi-
scale Morse-Smale complex. The critical points at the boundary
are all connected to a virtual minimum outside the square domain
and are the first to be filtered out; then saddles that form an inner
frame close to the boundary are filtered together in a symmetric
pattern, as it can be seen in the filtered version of the clean dataset.
Both noisy versions of the dataset initially contain many more crit-
ical points, connected by a fine-scale network. Despite their pres-
ence, the structure of the original function clearly emerges in the
filtered versions, confirming its resilience in the multi-scale model.
All main critical points and their connecting lines are present and
the morphological structure is very well preserved in both noise
models. The geometrical position of features is mostly unaffected
by impulse noise while it shows an occasional tendency for a slight
displacement when perturbed with Gaussian bumps.

The signature graphs are less clear in this case. Note that, given
the high symmetry of the clean dataset, darker bullets represent
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Figure 3: Morse-Smale complexes of a collection of stochastic terrains. Top to bottom: input function; complex at the finest scale; com-
plex at a larger scale; signature plot. Left to right: low frequency only (dataset (dataset GaussHills-1); same with medium-scale features
added (dataset GaussHills-2); same with further addition of high frequency details on top of previous functions (dataset GaussHills-3).
Red/green/blue bullets represent maxima/saddle/minima; bullet size and line width in the M-S complex denote life extent in the scale-space.
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Figure 4: Morse-Smale complex of function e−
x2+y2

2π cosxcosy. Top to bottom: input function; complex at the finest scale; complex at a
larger scale; signature plot. Left to right: lean function (dataset CosCos); perturbed with impulse noise (dataset CosCos-Spikes); per-
turbed with Gaussian noise at a frequency lower than the sampling rate (dataset CosCos-Bumps). Red/green/blue bullets represent max-
ima/saddle/minima; bullet size and line width in the M-S complex denote life extent in the scale-space.
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more than one critical points, since symmetric points occur at the
same range and disappear at the same scale. Overall, the signatures
of the clean dataset and the dataset perturbed with impulse noise
are very similar from about scale 29. The signature of the dataset
perturbed with bumps is shifted a bit to the right because the bumps
were all added with a positive sign, causing an overall shift of the
range towards higher values. Except for that, the points present in
the signature beyond scale 210 are about the same as those in the
clean dataset, albeit sometimes with a different extent in the scale
space.

The graph of the number of regions as a function of scale (Fig.6,
center) shows that this number is nearly coincident at scales be-
tween 26 and 29, suggesting that the deep structure might represent
the same features at those scales. Beyond 29, catastrophic events
indeed involve the same points in the three datasets, but occur at
different scales: earlier in the version perturbed with bumps, later
in the version perturbed with spikes and in the clean version, which
has the longest lives for the most prominent features.

Dataset Graian Alps is a real terrain, derived from the SRTM
Nasa Mission[dF12]. The digital elevation model represents the re-
lief of the Graian Alps, roughly centered on the Mont Blanc Massif.
Results are presented in Fig.5. Natural data often presents features
at all scales and frequencies and no comparison with a “clean” ver-
sion is possible, nor meaningful. Our aim is to show that the multi-
scale morphological model obtained by refining the Morse-Smale
complex using the weighted sequence provided by our scale-space
analysis captures and correctly represents the relative importance
of ridge and valley lines in the terrain morphology, preserving the
most relevant ones as the scale parameter grows. It should be noted
that our analysis can consider only lines departing from saddles.
While all separatrices are either ridges or valleys, there may exist
local valley-like or ridge-like lines that do not end at critical points
and not correspond to separatrices. In rugged terrains, such lines
may be visually evident. This is a limitation of the Morse-Smale
complex, though, which is not related to our specific method.

The Graian Alps dataset contains a much higher number of crit-
ical points compared to the other datasets. Its graph of the number
of regions as a function of scale (Fig.6, right) exhibits an almost
perfectly linear decay of the number of regions through the scale,
which is clearly representative of the presence of features at all
scales.

5.2. Discussion

While we did not perform yet any direct comparison with methods
based on persistence, or methods based on surface simplification,
we may draw some conclusion from the reported results:

• Our method preserves the location of critical points, as well as
the shape of regions in the Morse-Smale complex, always refer-
ring to the graph of the input function. This is not possible with
methods based on surface simplification, which change the graph
of the input function and extract the Morse-Smale complex from
the simplified surface.
• Our method is robust to noise, including impulse noise, which

is likely to be problematic for methods based on persistence. In

fact, outliers added from input noise annihilate early in our scale-
space, while their persistence is likely to be high, possibly at
the same scale of the most relevant critical points in the clean
function.
• Signatures obtained by preserving just the critical points with

longer lives in the scale-space are representative of the main fea-
tures of the signal, and the Morse-Smale complex at the corre-
sponding scale provides a robust morphological characterization
of its graph.
• Application to terrain data shows that even a drastically simpli-

fied Morse-Smale complex is able to capture the major ridges
and valleys of a terrain, and to partition it into its constituent
land masses.

6. Concluding remarks

We have presented a progressive multi-scale morphological model
of scalar fields, based on scale-space analysis, and on a consequent
simplification of the Morse-Smale complex of the underlying func-
tion. This represents an alternative approach to the more popular
analysis based on topological persistence and to more common ap-
proaches that simplify the geometry of the input signal. The main
difference derives from the initial analysis occurring in the fre-
quency domain instead of the amplitude of the signal.

Preliminary results on synthetic data, with and without noise, as
well as on real terrain data suggest that our approach is promising,
it is resilient to noise, it and produces meaningful results. Further
investigation is needed to compare it to techniques based on persis-
tent homology. Both methods provide a ranked sequence of pairs
of critical points that guide the simplification of the Morse-Smale
complex starting at the finest scale. A theoretical analysis, though,
suggests that the two rankings might be intrinsically different. A di-
rect comparison could offer insights on their complementarity and
on their respective strengths and weaknesses.

Several other aspects will be the subject of our future work. Con-
cerning scale-space analysis, although our treatment of newborn
critical points seems to work well in practice, providing trajecto-
ries in the scale space that are much better than those obtained
with discrete analyses, the interaction between original and new-
born critical points is still unclear, and more investigation is needed
to better understand and better justify why some newborn points
can be considered as extensions of original points. Moreover, the
ranked sequence provided by the continuous scale-space analysis
seems to be always topologically correct for the datasets we have
tried so far (i.e., it never suggests the annihilation of two critical
points that are not directly connected in the Morse-Smale complex
computed up until that event). More work is needed to understand
if this is a guarantee or not, and if situations where this is not the
case might arise, and how they might be described. Concerning
the computation of the Morse-Smale complex, the piecewise-linear
approach has several corner cases that often occur with real data,
adding to the complexity of the underlying algorithms. An alter-
native approach based on the discrete Morse theory by Forman is
worth investigating, as it might give more stable results.
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Figure 5: Morse-Smale complexes of the Graian Alps dataset: input data (upper left); complex at the finest scale (upper right); and
complexes filtered at progressively larger scales (lower row). Red/green/blue bullets represent maxima/saddle/minima; bullet size and line
width represents life extent in the scale-space.
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Figure 6: Number of regions in the Morse-Smale complex as a function of the scale: GaussHills dataset, three variants (left); CosCos
dataset, three variants (center); Graian Alps dataset (right).
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